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To render it equal to woman's milk it will be necessary to (a) Reduce the proteids by adding water. The addition of water tends to prevent the formation of the hard, indigestible masses which undiluted cow's milk produces in the stomach. Human milk produces loose, flocculent curds. To make this the ideal substitute for mother's milk the milk must be fresh and sweet, and from healthy animals, preferably from a mixed herd than from one cow, as the latter is more subject to daily variation.
If this mixture suits the baby he will gain weight, sleep well, his flesh will be firm to the touch, his colour good, and his stools will be normal, regular, and healthy. Should Standing in the heart of one of the most crowded districts of London, the Samaritan Hospital, which has done such good work for so many years, is only just settling down nnder its new regime. The wards are still small, though in niany cases two have been thrown into one, and the nursing is now conducted on a more orthodox system. In these circumstances it was impossible to do much in the way of entertainment, but a home-like air pervaded the place, and smiling faces were met with in every ward. Patients We should learn to trust God, even when the hour is darkest. The morning will surely come, and in its light the things that alarm us now will appear in friendly aspect; and in the forms we have dreaded so much, we shall see the benign face of Jesus as he comes to us in love. The ploughings of our hearts are but the preparation for fruitfulness. The black clouds that appear so portentous of evil pass by, leaving only gentle rain, which renews all the life, and changes desert to garden.
In the Canton of Bern, in the Swiss Oberland, a mountain stream rushes in a torrent toward the valley, as if it would carry destruction to the villages below; but, leaping from the sheer precipice of nearly nine hundred feet, it is caught in the clutch of the winds, and sifted down in fine, soft spray, whose benignant showering covers the fields with perpetual green. So sorrow comes, a dashing torrent, threatening to destroy us; but by the breath of God's Spirit it is changed as it falls, and pours its soft, gentle showers upon our hearts, bedewing our withering graces, and leaving rich blessings upon our whole life.
Another reason why many of God's ways seem so strange to us, is because we see them only in their incompleteness. We must wait until they are finished before we can fully understand God's intention in them, or see the beauty that is in his thought. We stand by the sculptor's block when he is busy upon it with mallet and chisel, and to our eye it appears rough, with no lines of beauty; but we see it afterward, when it is unveiled to the world, and it seems almost to breathe, so perfect is the finished statue.
